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Her Excellency Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca,
The President of Malta
My Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society cares a lot about the happiness
and wellbeing of children. We think that it is very important for us to listen
to what children have to say. This is what my Foundation did, as it prepared
to organise a big conference about bullying. Bullying hurts a lot of people,
and it stops us from building happy relationships and living together in
peace. We wanted to listen to children’s ideas about bullying, and how
to stop it – not only because it is our responsibility to pay attention to
children, but also because listening to children is a very good idea. It is
important that children are included in our discussions, and that we give
them the support that they need to participate.
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Dr RutH Farrugia, Director-General of the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
The most important work that the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing
of Society does, is to listen. This is the only way that we can really
understand what people need to be healthy, happy, and ok. We also need
to understand what makes people unhappy, so that we can try to stop this
from happening. The Foundation tries to find out how to help people to
have good and peaceful relationships with each other, so that we can live
in a world without violence. We cannot do this unless we speak to many
different people about it, including children. We hope that other people
will also start paying more attention to children’s ideas, because they are
very important.
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Introduction
The President’s Foundation for the
Wellbeing of Society (PFWS) tries to
learn about what makes people happy,
and what brings people together and
gives them peace. It tries to do this in new
and interesting ways, depending on who
they are speaking to. The Foundation
wants to learn by listening to the ideas of
everyone, and it especially wants to learn
about the ideas and opinions of children
(especially about things which affect their
lives)! One of the most essential rights
of children is the right to participate. No
one should be left out of conversations
on issues that are important to them.
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In 2015, the Foundation decided that it wanted to understand bullying from
the point of view of children. They chose the subject of ‘bullying’ because
it is an issue that affects children very much, and stops them from feeling
happy and content. They organised a conference on this topic with the
Centre for Resilience and Socio-Emotional Health (part of the University
of Malta), to learn a little more about this. This Centre found out that a
quarter of Maltese children are bullied. They learnt that boys are more
often bullied through hitting, while girls are more often bullied in their
relationships. Everyone agreed that all forms of bullying are very harmful.
The Foundation thought it was important for adults to learn more about
bullying from children themselves.
If adults are going to help put a stop to bullying, they must find out what
children need them to do. This is why the Foundation organised this
conference, which was called ‘Bullying: The Child’s Perspective.’ What
do children think about the ways that adults try to solve the problem of
bullying? What exactly is bullying, to children? It was impossible to answer
these questions without speaking to children, so that is what we did.
However, it is important to remember that not all children might agree
with these opinions.
This book explains what we learnt from children, how we learnt it, and how
we tried to help children to feel safe and comfortable enough to share their
ideas in the first place. Many people in the Foundation worked on this, but
three people in particular have put this book together – Daniel Merceica
(from the National Institute of Childhood), Sharon Attard De Giovanni (from
the Foundation Core Team), and Andrea Dibben (from the Child Forum).
When the word ‘we’ is used in this book, it’s generally referring to them.
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How did we organise tHis?
We worked to give children a chance to think about the topic of bullying,
and to feel free to explore their own ideas about it, without having us
influence their thoughts. At the same time, we are aware that having adults
present, and choosing the topic and activities, might have affected what
children chose to tell us in that moment. It was important for us to realise
this, and to be aware of our own relationships with the children.
We prepared for three consultations, with three different groups of
children. The first group included children aged 7-11, and focused on
‘bullying in the playground’. The second group focused on ‘bullying at
school’, and it included children who were aged 12-15. The third and last
group discussed cyberbullying, with the participants ranging from 16 to 19
years old. Although each session had its own topic to help the discussion,
children were still able to speak about other aspects of bullying which they
believed were important.
When thinking about which children should participate in this discussion,
the Foundation decided to work with children’s organisations that it had
already established contact with, through its child forum. The reason for
doing this was that the children were already familiar with each other, and
with the Foundation. This meant that they were also more likely to feel
comfortable participating in the discussion. Many of them had raised the
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issue of bullying during other Foundation events, explaining that it was
something that was bad for their wellbeing. A total of 34 children and
young people took part in these activities, and they were aged between
6 and 19 years old. They participated with the help of three different
organisations: the Sunrise Centre, Siggiewi Scouts Group, and Youth.inc.
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How did we decide what to
do during the activities?
Bullying isn’t a nice thing to talk about, so the Foundation wanted to make
sure that we didn’t upset anyone during our discussions. A few of us from
the Foundation organised creative arts sessions, which made it possible
for children to speak about bullying without talking about their own
experiences. However, we also made sure that there was help and support
available for children if they did get upset. Fun activities were organised
first, so that the children could get comfortable in the space, get to know
each other better, and get to know the adults who were present.

The youngest children used puppets to express their opinions. One child
would have a ‘bully’ puppet, and another child would have a ‘victim’
puppet. These puppets would then talk to each other, and ask each other
questions about why they behave in that particular way. They were asked
to think about why their ‘bully’ or ‘victim’ said certain things. After this, the
children shared their thoughts with the whole group.
The other two groups of older children used image theatre to express their
opinions. Image theatre is when people act out a scene, while remaining
absolutely still. They would be making a picture with their bodies. They were
asked to act out a bullying scene, and then explain what each character
in this scene is thinking. They were also asked to suggest solutions to the
pictures which they were acting out.
We tried to give children different options for how to communicate their
thoughts and ideas on the subject of bullying. Children could choose to
create posters, cartoons, slogans, or other media such as role play and
games, in order to put their opinions across. These activities were video
recorded, so that later on, participants at the conference on ‘Bullying: The
Child’s Perspective’ could learn from it.
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Why did we do it
this way?
A lot of people have worked to understand whether drama and the arts
can help children to feel more comfortable and empowered to speak,
especially when this is used to help adults understand what children
think. Many people feel that they do. However, it was important for us
not to assume that children were comfortable during the discussions, just
because we used drama and the arts. We wanted to be open to anything
that could happen. During the activity, some children asked whether it
would be possible for them to act out a scene, which would then be filmed.
We had not planned for that, but were very happy that the children felt
free and comfortable enough to suggest this, and that they wanted to
express themselves in this way.
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Rather than looking at these activities as a way of discovering what children
think, we tried to look at these activities as discussions where both adults
and children thought about bullying a little bit more, and worked together
to try and understand it better.
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What did we do to make
sure that the activity was
safe, and that the children’s
wishes were respected?
Aside from asking for permission from parents, it was important for us
to respect whether or not children themselves wanted to participate. We
asked children by using forms which were available in both English and
Maltese, and which explained what would happen during and after the
activity. Children first needed to fully understand what would happen at
the activity, so that they could then decide if they wanted to participate or
not. If children agreed to participate, they were still able to change their
mind later on. We kept checking with the children all the time, to make
sure that they were still happy to continue with their participation. If they
weren’t, then they could stop at any time.
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The children and young people were
audio- and video-recorded during
the activity, so that their ideas could
later be shared at the conference on
‘Bullying: The Child’s Perspective’.
The recording was done carefully,
and children could also choose not
to be recorded, if that was what they
preferred. It was very important for
us to always respect the children’s
wishes. The video-recording was
done by young people, but with the
help of an adult, who later worked on
the final videos which were shown
at the conference. Even though the
children’s ideas were recorded, some
of the older children still attended
the conference itself at a later date,
to share their ideas with the audience
in person.
During the activity, a few young
people also expressed interest in
learning about how the police work
on cases of cyberbullying. As a result,
the Foundation arranged a meeting
between these young people and a
police inspector from the Cybercrime
Unit, so that they could get their
questions answered directly.
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What did we learn?
There was a lot that we learnt during our sessions with children and young
people – we grouped these points into five categories, which we will explain
here:

Understanding why bullying happens
Children thought about why some people bully others. What is the real
reason behind why people bully, when you look at it really closely? A lot of
children saw bullying as depending on a lot of things that we might not see
at first. They suggested that bullies might be having problems with friends.
Or maybe, it could be because of how these children were raised by their
parents. These children might be having problems at home, and they then
deal with their problems by bullying others.
A few young people thought that some might bully to become popular, so
that they can come across as cool to others. Some researchers who study
the subject have also agreed with this idea, suggesting that people use
bullying as a way of making others look at them differently.
At the same time, we wondered what some children considered as
‘bullying’. There were times when the children and young people used
the word ‘bullying’ to refer to all fights and arguments. Since the word
‘bullying’ is referred to a lot these days, we questioned whether young
people are always aware of the difference between bullying behaviour, and
other negative interactions.
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Participants in Group 1 and 3 suggested that the bully might have been
bullied themselves. One person said that:
“when you notice someone weaker,

you end up bullying others yourself:
before you would have been the weaker one.”
They spoke of bullying as a type of revenge for bad things that they
experienced in the past. As another child shared during her role play of
the bully,
, she used to do to me,
“Yes, because that’s what

and I will do to her what she used to do to me.
I wanted to give her a taste of what she gave to me.”
This understanding made it easier to think about the relationships that
lie beneath bullying, rather than simply labelling children as ‘bullies’ and
‘victims.’ Labelling children in this way is not very helpful, and it doesn’t
allow us to improve the situation.
The eldest group of young people in Group 2 understood bullying as
something which would always happen in the world, no matter what. They
said that, as a result, it was important for young people to learn how to
protect themselves, since bullying will always exist. They also explained
that everyone is at risk of becoming a bully, even if they don’t realise it.
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“We are also cyber bullies, even though we say we aren’t,

because sometimes our mind plays tricks on us,
we’ll be joking roughly and picking
on someone online,
and we won’t notice that what we’re doing is a
form of cyber bullying,
and it happens more than once.”
These young people therefore felt that some people might not even be
aware of their own bullying behaviour. Some spoke about it as though
bullying is just part of being human. Labelling people was also spoken
about in the same way. This then creates issues for young people who do
not fit into any labels or categories easily – they become loners (people who
often stay alone), and have a higher chance of being bullied. Researchers
agree that when people are labelled at school, and placed into categories
(e.g. nerd, party people, sports people etc), this makes bullying behaviour
more likely. This then makes it important for us to think a little more about
what schools can do to improve the situation, and how their actions affect
the bullying which goes on in their schools.
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Who are the victims of bullying,
and what should they do?
Some children spoke of the victim as a child who is always alone. All of them
mentioned that the victim would be going through a very difficult time, and
that being bullied would have a bad effect on them. A few young people
thought that the victim needs to stand up for themselves – however they
realised that this is not always easy. Sometimes you are afraid to speak up
when you are being bullied. You might also feel embarrassed, or think that no
one will understand you. The young people thought that sometimes, being
bullied makes it hard to trust other people.
Some of the older children felt that it is not always a good idea to share your
personal information online, since this could make it more likely that people
might bully you. However, at the same time, they felt that sharing some
information online was an important part of young people’s experiences.
Children and young people in our discussions shared their thoughts that victims
of bullying might sometimes do things which make people more likely to bully
them – although they would not do these things on purpose. Research on this
topic found that the children who are most likely to be bullied, are the ones
that other children consider to be ‘different’ from their idea of what is ‘normal’.
We feel that if adults want to find a solution to bullying, they must first
look at how and why some children are considered ‘different’ to others,
or different to what other children might understand as ‘normal’. This is a
very important step, especially for any educational programmes that want
to work on putting a stop to bullying.
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What do bullies do, and why?
Bullies are not only violent and aggressive. The children and young people
said that bullies have other ways of harming people, which are not always
obvious. They can leave people out, shut them up, make fun of them, and
be mean in many different ways. They also felt that this kind of behaviour
can grow over time.
Some of the younger children told us that a child who is a victim in some
situations can also be a bully in other situations. We thought this was a very
interesting point. The children said that these bullies would not really think
of themselves as bullies. The fact that they are victims in other situations
means that they take it out on other people. Research also shows that
sometimes, children might bully so that they don’t end up being victims
themselves.

How do children try to help other children?
In their activities and role plays, the younger children always included one
person who would try to help the victim to be strong. One girl told the
‘victim’:
“Don’t put up with it, if they tell you not to speak because they will hurt
you, go and tell the teachers, your parents, tell them, open your heart to
someone because if you don’t,
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you will feel even more bullied deep down inside.
It is really bad and you hurt more, so get up and don’t just remain asleep.”
The children agreed that friendships are very important in dealing with
bullying, especially when victims needed help and courage to speak to adults.

What are the solutions?
The younger children were very hopeful about finding solutions to bullying.
They spoke about the need for children to speak up for themselves, to have
the support of friends, and to speak to an adult who can help. The idea of
good communication was very important. The children also suggested that
the relationship between the bully and the victim can be healed, and that
the two can become friends. However, these relationships might always
have the risk of becoming negative again.
The older children, who were all teenagers, were less hopeful of finding a
solution to bullying. They did not really feel that adults could be helpful
in the situation, and they didn’t feel like the victims could communicate
with the bullies. However, there were other young people who regretted not
speaking to an adult when they were at school, and when they had the chance.
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These ideas made us ask – when are children more likely to try and get
help in doing something about bullying? What can help victims to feel like
they can make their situation better? What would encourage them to see
adults as people who can provide a good solution to bullying?
Before answering these questions, we should remember the backgrounds
of the children and young people who participated in the activities. The
older teenagers shared that they had previously had very bad experiences
of school. We wondered how this might have affected the way that they
think about these issues. Particularly, we wondered how these experiences
affected their ideas of their own ability to change their situation, and their
ideas of how much the adults at school cared about their wellbeing. These
issues still need more thought, especially from adults who are involved in
children’s schooling.
We also need to think more about the children who do not manage to
speak out. What might be stopping them from doing so? It is not just the
responsibility of the victim to find the courage to speak up. If children feel
embarrassed or ashamed to speak up, then we also need to think about
what we can do to tackle this situation more sensitively, so that children
can feel safer. The older children did not feel as though adults took the
issue of bullying as seriously as they should. This made it difficult for them
to trust adults enough to go to them for help. One young person told us:
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“For the child, [bullying] is something big. The teachers tell them
“For the child, [bullying] is something big. The teachers tell them

‘don’t worry’,
‘it will be fine’,
‘it will pass’
and
and
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So what does all
this mean?
We wanted to share all of this to let people know what happened in this
activity, what worked well, what problems we had, and what all of this means
for the future. All of what we have shared should be thought about with
the work that Malta is doing in general, to stop bullying from happening.
Our activity made us think about some very important things, which we
will repeat here briefly:
• We need to educate people about the different ways that people behave,
and what is (or is not) bullying behaviour.
• We need to think carefully about what is happening in relationships
between people, especially before suggesting that the victims of
bullying are responsible for what is happening to them.
• Adults working with children need to think about what they say and
what they do. They especially need to think about the consequences of
calling someone a ‘bully’ or a ‘victim.’
• Adults need to understand why a child or young person does not always
look for help. We need to look at what is stopping young people from
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

finding help, and we shouldn’t put all of the responsibility on them to
look for help. Adults also need to do their part, and reach out to children
and young people.
We need to look at how treating and speaking about someone like they
are ‘different’ is related to bullying.
Adults need to think about how to improve healthy relationships. This
will allow young people to communicate positively with each other, and
agree on what behaviour is acceptable and not acceptable.
We need to look at the wider school environment, if we want to
understand bullying.
We need to find ways of bringing children and young people together,
and to make their relationships with each other better (if these are
negative).
We must realise the importance of having other children and young
people support their friends, especially if their friends are being bullied.
We need to look at how bullying affects children and young people later
on in their lives.
Always treat the situation seriously, if you see that a child or young
person is being bullied.

This whole activity made us think about how we understand what children
share with us. This is especially true for children’s activities organised by
adults, like this one was. We also needed to think about how to then share
that information with others. We must continue to think about the ways
that we ask children about their opinions. This is important so that we can
join children in trying to understand what goes on in their worlds.
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